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What’s the point of the e-log?

• Provide
• ability to reconstruct sequence of work

• results of calibrations, physics

• relevant boundary conditions, such as temperatures, pressures, magnetic 
fields, distances, voltages, currents, …

• Document lab work within and outside regular class time

If you came back to these notes in a few months, would they give you 
enough information to understand what you did that day?



How to use e-logs

• At the beginning of the lab discuss with your lab partner the plan for the 
lab session and summarize it briefly in the e-log: what needs to be done 
next? For day 1, write down the overall goal as well as the day’s goal.

• During the lab, pause and summarize your work at natural stopping points 
in the action, for example, record PMT HV settings after you have 
determined the best settings.

• Use your folder on the server to save data, plots, scope shots. Include 
screen shots of plots and scope shots in your elog.

• At the end of the lab session, make a summary and ensure the e-log 
provides a rather complete overview of the highlights of your work. 
Indicate future directions. 



Include plots, photos, scope images
when applicable

A data path is very useful!

A short description is useful

If it helps, great, but listing all equipment is not necessary

Bullet points would make this easier to read

Future directions?

Need both an overall goal and the day’s goal



Example of A “Good” E-Log

Organize in sections
Objective/Goal

Settings

Records, comments

Summary/Conclusions/Future Plans

Label times
Note parameters



Example of a “Bad” E-Log

No times No parameters, definitions

Not organized in sections

Weak summary/future plans

No objectives

Unlabeled, unplotted data



Do Don’t

• Organize in sections:
• Goal (don’t forget overall goal 

on Day 1)
• Settings/Notes
• Times & Records
• Conclusions & Future Plans

• Be specific

• Label by time of each event

• Include exemplary plots

• Use the e-log as a tool to help 
you throughout the lab

• Write one big paragraph

• Be general (“We learned about 
the experiment”)

• Indicate “when” with “after tea”

• Include long data tables (better to 
plot them)

• Leave e-log writing as an after-
thought




